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Abstract: Recently, as the satellite data service market has grown significantly, satellite demand has
been rapidly increasing. Demand for geostationary satellites with weather observation, commu-
nication broadcasting, and GPS missions is also increasing. Completing the charging process of
the Li-ion battery during the sun period is one of the main tasks of the electrical power system in
geostationary satellites. In the case of the electrical power system of low Earth orbit satellites, the
Li-ion battery is connected to the DC/DC converter output, and the charging process is completed
through CV control. However, in the case of the regulated bus of the DET type, which is mainly used
in the electrical power system of geostationary satellites, a Li-ion battery is connected to the input of
the DC/DC converter. Therefore, a method other than the CV control of the DC/DC converter is
required. This paper proposes a control algorithm for tapering charging of the Li-ion battery in the
regulated bus of the DET type for Li-ion battery charge completion operation required by space-level
design standards. In addition, the proposed control algorithm is verified through an experiment
on a geostationary satellite’s ground electrical test platform. The experiment verified that it has a
power conversion efficiency of 99.5% from the solar array to the battery. It has 21 tapering steps at
the equinox and 17 tapering steps at the solstice.

Keywords: battery tapering charging; control algorithm; geostationary satellite; satellite’s electrical
power system

1. Introduction

With the rapid growth of the satellite data services market, satellite development pro-
grams previously managed by national space agencies such as NASA and ESA are rapidly
being transferred to private companies [1,2]. In recent years, private missions, including
communications and tourism, have led to an increase in the development of satellites [3–9].
As a result, the need to develop diverse satellite types has expanded significantly.

Figure 1a displays the external structure of a satellite [10]. The satellite in Figure 1 is
GEO-KOMPSAT-2A [10], to which the proposed control algorithm of this paper is applied.
The satellite has a bus system to perform basic operations and a payload system to perform
mission operations. The electrical power system is one of several subsystems constituting
the bus system. As shown in Figure 1b, the solar array, Li-ion battery, and power control
distribution unit (PCDU) are all part of the electrical power system [11–17]. The PCDU
is categorized depending on its circuit structure and control method for handling power
distribution between the solar array, Li-ion battery, and bus filters [18,19]. As illustrated
in Figure 2, the electrical power system can be categorized as either a maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) type or a direct energy transfer (DET) type [20]. According to the
regulation of bus voltage, it can be categorized as a regulated bus of the DET type [21–31],
an unregulated bus of the DET type [32,33], a regulated bus of the MPPT type [34,35], and
an unregulated bus of the MPPT type [35–38]. To reduce bus voltage variations during the
times of the sun and eclipses, the regulated bus is the most suitable for satellites demanding
a high-quality power supply.
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Figure 1. General structure of the satellite. (a) External structure. (b) Internal structure [10]. 

 
Figure 2. Categorization of electrical power system configuration of satellite [19]. 

To reduce the weight and volume of the satellite, the unregulated bus can be 
employed to create a minimal circuit topology. The bus and output of the solar array are 
connected directly in the DET type, and any excess energy is dissipated via the shunt 
switch. The battery is managed using the battery discharge regulator (BDR) and the 
battery charge regulator (BCR). For geostationary (GEO) satellites with a sufficiently long 
sun period and enough weight margin for public mission purposes, the DET type is 
recommended. The MPPT type, on the other hand, employs a solar array regulator (SAR) 
to take the maximum power from the solar array. As a result, the MPPT type is better 
suited for commercial low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites with a comparatively short sun 
period and a small weight margin. 

Both the LEO satellite and the GEO satellite must charge the Li-ion battery during 
the Sun period to complete the electric energy to be used during the eclipse period. The 
battery’s charge completion is defined as when the end of the charge current reaches the 
C/50 rate in CV control [39]. For example, in the case of a battery with a capacity of 50 Ah 
battery, the battery charging completion point is considered when the charging current in 
the CV control reaches 1 A. Completion of the Li-ion battery charging, when the end of 
the charge current reaches the C/50 rate in CV control, is required by the space standard 
[40]. Therefore, manufacturers of satellite Li-ion batteries assume that charging of the Li-
ion battery is completed when the end of the charge current reaches the C/50 rate. In 
addition, since the lifespan of a Li-ion battery is very important to a satellite’s lifespan, it 
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Figure 1. General structure of the satellite. (a) External structure. (b) Internal structure [10].
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Figure 2. Categorization of electrical power system configuration of satellite [19].

To reduce the weight and volume of the satellite, the unregulated bus can be employed
to create a minimal circuit topology. The bus and output of the solar array are connected
directly in the DET type, and any excess energy is dissipated via the shunt switch. The
battery is managed using the battery discharge regulator (BDR) and the battery charge
regulator (BCR). For geostationary (GEO) satellites with a sufficiently long sun period
and enough weight margin for public mission purposes, the DET type is recommended.
The MPPT type, on the other hand, employs a solar array regulator (SAR) to take the
maximum power from the solar array. As a result, the MPPT type is better suited for com-
mercial low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites with a comparatively short sun period and a small
weight margin.

Both the LEO satellite and the GEO satellite must charge the Li-ion battery during
the Sun period to complete the electric energy to be used during the eclipse period. The
battery’s charge completion is defined as when the end of the charge current reaches the
C/50 rate in CV control [39]. For example, in the case of a battery with a capacity of 50 Ah
battery, the battery charging completion point is considered when the charging current in
the CV control reaches 1 A. Completion of the Li-ion battery charging, when the end of the
charge current reaches the C/50 rate in CV control, is required by the space standard [40].
Therefore, manufacturers of satellite Li-ion batteries assume that charging of the Li-ion
battery is completed when the end of the charge current reaches the C/50 rate. In addition,
since the lifespan of a Li-ion battery is very important to a satellite’s lifespan, it is a rule to
complete charging until the end of the charge current reaches the C/50 rate to maximize
battery lifespan [41,42]. As illustrated in Figure 3a, the battery charging converter of the
MPPT type keeps CV control during the rest sun period after MPPT control. As shown in
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Figure 3b, since the converter’s output is connected to the battery, the charging process can
be finished through the converter’s CV control.
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However, in the case of a regulated bus of the DET type [21–31], since the input of
the converter is connected to the battery, there is the problem that the battery charging
process cannot be finished through the converter’s CV control. As illustrated in Figure 4,
the output of BCR and BDR in the regulated bus of the DET type is connected to the bus,
and the bus voltage is regulated through CV control. On the other hand, the inputs of BCR
and BDR are connected to the battery. As a result, it is impossible to reduce the battery
charging current to the C/50 rate through CV control of the converter output. Therefore,
a new strategy is needed to make the end of the charge current reach the C/50 rate for
battery charging completion in a regulated bus of the DET type. Thus, in the regulated bus
of the DET type, where the battery cannot be charged through CV control of the converter,
a tapering charging method is strongly required to reduce the end of the charge current to
the C/50 rate.
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Various studies have been conducted on algorithms for charging Li-ion batteries [43–45].
Ref. [43] shows the potential of Li-ion battery charging methods by introducing a new charging
algorithm based on artificial neural networks (ANNs). Ref. [44] shows the simple optimized
fuzzy controller responsible for regulating the charging current of a battery charging system.
Ref. [45] shows the model predictive control-based charging algorithm for improving the
charging time and the average temperature. Through [43–45], the lifespan can be improved by
enhancing the integrity of the Li-ion battery. However, [43–45] is unsuitable as an algorithm
for the tapering charging of a satellite’s electrical power system.

In addition, there is no research on an algorithm for tapering charging to be applied to
a regulated bus of the DET type of a satellite’s electrical power system.
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This paper proposes a Li-ion battery charging control algorithm for a regulated bus of
the DET type used in geostationary satellites. The proposed control algorithm controls the
BDR current to enable tapering charging of the Li-ion battery. In addition, the proposed
control algorithm allows the end of the charge current to decrease to the C/50 rate to
complete the battery charging process.

2. Proposed Control Algorithm

This paper targeted an electrical power system for a 3500 kg large-sized geostationary
satellite with a mission life of 10 years [10]. Additionally, the 3000 W class satellite’s
electrical power system was the focus of this paper.

2.1. Seasonal Characteristics

Since geostationary satellites have eclipses at the equinox but not at the solstice, the
proposed control algorithm is designed differently for the equinox and solstice. Figure 5
shows the proposed control algorithm in the equinox, and Figure 6 shows the proposed
control algorithm in the solstice. The proposed control algorithm operates with a 0.1 Hz
cycle. Table 1 shows variable names that use different values at the equinox and solstice in
the proposed control algorithm.
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Table 1. Variable names that use different value at the equinox and solstice in the proposed
control algorithm.

Equinox Solstice Descriptions

nb_cmd_tapering_equinox nb_cmd_tapering_solstice Number of commands

tapering_level_list_equinox tapering_level_list_solstice Charge current level lists for current
tapering

bat_chg_level_constant_charge_equinox bat_chg_level_constant_charge_solstice Battery charge level at constant_charge
mode (Amp)

bat_chg_level_end_of_charge_equinox bat_chg_level_end_of_charge_solstice Battery charge level at end_of_charge
mode (Amp)

temp_max_end_chg_equinox temp_max_end_chg_solstice Threshold on battery temperature for
end_of_charge mode (Raw)

cell_vmin_for_constant_charge_equinox cell_vmin_for_constant_charge_solstice Minimum cell voltage threshold for
constant_charge mode (Volt)

soc_max_end_chg_equinox soc_max_end_chg_solstice Threshold on state of charge for
end_of_charge mode (Amp·Hour)

soc_min_constant_charge_equinox soc_min_constant_charge_solstice Minimum state of charge for
constant_charge mode (Amp·Hour)

tapering_regulation_bat_volt_equinox tapering_regulation_bat_volt_solstice Tapering regulation battery voltage (Volt)

In the equinox, it charges to a high level to provide enough power in the eclipse for
up to 72 min. On the other hand, since the solstice does not use a battery, it only charges
up to the storage voltage level of the battery. For this reason, variables in the proposed
control algorithm for charging Li-ion battery in the equinox and solstice are managed
differently. Table 2 shows the values of variables managed differently in the equinox and
solstice. As shown in Table 2, since the eclipse exists during the equinox season, battery
charging current, battery charging voltage, battery cell voltage, and battery state of charge
(SOC) are relatively higher than solstice. In other words, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, the
proposed control algorithm first checks the season when the battery charging control starts
and selects the control algorithm suitable for the corresponding season.

Table 2. Values of variables managed differently in the equinox and solstice.

Equinox Solstice

Variable Value Variable Value

nb_cmd_tapering_equinox 21 nb_cmd_tapering_solstice 17

tapering_level_list_equinox
8.0, 7.6, 7.2, 6.8, 6.4, 6.0, 5.6,
5.2, 4.8, 4.4, 4.0, 3.6, 3.2, 2.8,
2.4, 2.0, 1.6, 1.2, 0.8, 0.4, 0.0

tapering_level_list_solstice
6.4, 6.0, 5.6, 5.2, 4.8, 4.4, 4.0,
3.6, 3.2, 2.8, 2.4, 2.0, 1.6, 1.2,
0.8, 0.4, 0.0

bat_chg_level_constant_charge_equinox 8.0 bat_chg_level_constant_charge_solstice 6.4

bat_chg_level_end_of_charge_equinox 0.0 bat_chg_level_end_of_charge_solstice 0.0

temp_max_end_chg_equinox 834 temp_max_end_chg_solstice 834

cell_vmin_for_constant_charge_equinox 3.875 cell_vmin_for_constant_charge_solstice 3.7

soc_max_end_chg_equinox 218.25 soc_max_end_chg_solstice 168.75

soc_min_constant_charge_equinox 123 soc_min_constant_charge_solstice 123

tapering_regulation_bat_volt_equinox 40.75 tapering_regulation_bat_volt_solstice 39.0

2.2. Battery Charge Mode

The battery charge mode indicates whether or not the battery is currently charged. The
variable battery_charge_mode is used to check the current battery charge mode. There are two
battery charge modes: CONSTANT_CHARGE and END_OF_CHARGE. CONSTANT_CHARGE
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is a mode to charge the battery because the battery is not fully charged. END_OF_CHARGE
is a mode to terminate battery charging because the battery is fully charged. As shown in
Figures 5 and 6, each battery charging process and charging termination process are followed
according to CONSTANT_CHARGE and END_OF_CHARGE modes.

2.3. CONSTANT CHARGE Mode

When entering CONSTANT_CHARGE mode, the battery discharge state is first checked.
The variable discharge_state is used to check the current battery discharge state. As shown
in Figure 7, the cmd_tapering_index indicates a current index that indicates which battery
charge level to set among tapering_level_list_equinox and tapering_level_list_solstice. If the
battery is in a discharged state, the cmd_tapering_index is set to 0. It is the initializing
process of the cmd_tapering_index. For example, when the cmd_tapering_index is 0, the
tapering_level_list_equinox indicates 8.0, and the tapering_level_list_solstice indicates 6.4. If
the battery is in a no-discharge state, it passes without initializing the cmd_tapering_index.
The cmd_tapering_index is not initialized because the cmd_tapering_index increases according
to the tapering charging phase when the battery is in a charged state.
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2.4. Tapering Charging in CONSTANT CHARGE Mode

Tapering charging is a method in which the battery charging current gradually de-
creases as the charging rate increases. As shown in Figure 3, when the battery is connected
to the converter’s output, the charging current can be reduced to iEOC through the CV
control of the converter to complete battery charging. However, as shown in Figure 4, in
the case of the regulated bus of the DET type configuration, since the battery is connected
to the input of the converter, a control other than the converter’s CV control is required
to complete battery charging. Therefore, tapering charging that can reduce the charging
current to iEOC, even in the regulated bus of the DET type configuration, is proposed.

As illustrated in Figure 8, the battery charging current is calculated by subtracting
the current applied to the BDR from the current applied by the sequential switching shunt
regulator (S3R) as follows:

iBat_chg = iS3R_out − iBDR_in (1)
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In other words, sensing the S3R output current and controlling the BDR input current
can control the battery charging current setting value.

The variable battery_voltage is used to check the current battery voltage. The variable
bat_chg_level is used to check the current battery charge level. If the battery voltage is greater
than the value of tapering_regulation_bat_volt_equinox or tapering_regulation_bat_volt_solstice,
the battery charge level is applied as the value of tapering_level_list_equinox or taper-
ing_level_list_solstice corresponding to the present cmd_tapering_index. After that, the
cmd_tapering_index is increased by 1. In the next cycle, the battery charge level of ta-
pering_regulation_bat_volt_equinox or tapering_regulation_bat_volt_solstice corresponds to the
cmd_tapering_index increased by 1 can be applied. In other words, in equinox season, the
cmd_tapering_index increases from 0 to 20, decreasing the battery charge level from 8.0
to 0.0 in 21 steps, while in solstice season, the cmd_tapering_index increases from 0 to 16,
decreasing the battery charge level from 6.4 to 0.0 in 17 steps, as a tapering charge. In
conclusion, the proposed algorithm checks if the battery voltage reaches 40.75 V 21 times in
equinox and 39 V 17 times in solstice to perform closed-loop control to proceed or terminate
tapering charging.

2.5. Battery Parameters Check in CONSTANT CHARGE Mode

After setting the battery charge level in CONSTAN_CHARGE mode, the steps of
checking the current battery temperature, current battery voltage, current battery SOC, and
variable cmd_tapering_index are as follows:

bat_temperature < temp_max_end_chg_equinox (2)

bat_voltage > max_end_chg_bat_volt (3)

state_of_charge ≥ soc_max_end_chg_equinox (4)

cmd_tapering_index ≥ nb_cmd_tapering_equinox (5)

The variable bat_temperature is used to check the current battery temperature. Since
the battery temperature sensing calibration curve has a negative slope, (2) means that the
current battery temperature is higher than temp_max_end_chg_equinox. Because the battery
temperature increases as the charging rate increases, tapering charging can be terminated
by considering the value of temp_max_end_chg_equinox or temp_max_end_chg_solstice, which
is the temperature of the battery at the time of completion of charging. The variable
max_end_chg_bat_volt indicates the maximum charging voltage of the battery; (3) means
that the current battery voltage is higher than the maximum charging voltage of the battery.
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The variable state_of_charge is used to check the current SOC of the battery. The current
SOC of the battery is calculated as:

Q = min
[

Q +
∆t

3600

(
Ic

K
− Id + α

)
, Qmax

]
(6)

Q represents the SOC of the battery, Qmax represents the threshold on SOC for
END_OF_CHARGE mode according to the season, Ic represents the battery charging cur-
rent, Id represents the battery discharging current, and K represents the recharge factor
used in the calculation of the battery state of charge, α represents the drift factor (−1 A to
1 A) used in the calculation of the battery state of charge, and ∆t represents the sampling
time of the battery charge current and discharge current; (4) means that the current SOC
of the battery is higher than the threshold on the SOC for END_OF_CHARGE mode; (5)
means that the current command index value exceeds the number of commands value.
Therefore, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, if any of the conditions in (2)–(5) are satisfied, the
process of terminating tapering charging proceeds.

The process of terminating tapering charging changes the variable battery_charge_mode
to END_OF_CHARGE, changes the variable state_of_charge to threshold on the SOC for
END_OF_CHARGE mode, initializes the variable cmd_tapering_index to 0, and changes the
variable bat_chg_level to battery charge level at END_OF_CHARGE mode.

2.6. END OF CHARGE Mode

In END_OF_CHARGE mode, the variable state_of_charge is changed to the threshold
on the SOC for END_OF_CHARGE mode.

2.7. Battery Parameters Check in END OF CHARGE Mode

After setting the current SOC to the threshold on the SOC for END_OF_CHARGE
mode, the steps of checking the battery discharge state, battery SOC, and battery cell
minimum voltage are as follows:

discharge_state==DISCHARGE (7)

state_of_charge < soc_min_constant_charge_equinox (8)

bat_cell_volt_min < cell_vmin_for_constant_charge_equinox (9)

Equation (7) checks whether the current battery is in a discharged state. When the battery
is discharged in END_OF_CHARGE mode, it must be changed back to CONSTANT_CHARGE
mode to start tapering charging; (8) means that the current SOC of the battery is lower than
the value of soc_min_constant_charge_equinox or soc_min_constant_charge_solstice. This is due
to the fact that when the battery is gradually discharged by a small leakage current and
reaches the minimum SOC for CONSTANT_CHARGE mode, it must be changed back to
CONSTANT_CHARGE mode to start tapering charging. The variable bat_cell_volt_min is
used to check the current minimum cell voltage of the battery; (9) means that the current
minimum cell voltage of the battery is less than the minimum cell voltage threshold for
CONSTANT_CHARGE mode. Therefore, as shown in Figures 5 and 6, if any of the conditions
in (7)–(9) are satisfied, the process for performing the tapering charging proceeds.

The process of performing tapering charging changes the variable battery_charge_mode
to CONSTANT_CHARGE and changes the variable bat_chg_level to battery charge level at
CONSTANT_CHARGE mode.

2.8. Set the Forced Battery Charge Level

Regardless of the control algorithm for tapering charging, it should be possible to
charge the battery to a specific charge level through a command from the ground station.
The variable force_bat_charge_flag is used to check whether the ground station interrupts the
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control algorithm for tapering charging to send a command to charge the battery to a specific
charge level. The variable forced_bat_charge_level indicates the specific battery charge level
set by the ground station. When force_bat_charge_flag is INACTIVE, the battery is charged
according to the bat_chg_level set in CONSTANT_CHARGE mode or END_OF_CHARGE
mode. In other words, the control algorithm for tapering charging charges the battery
regardless of the command from the ground station. However, when force_bat_charge_flag
is ACTIVE, the battery is charged according to the forced_bat_chg_level set by the ground
station. In conclusion, the control algorithm for tapering charging is designed to charge the
battery to a specific charge level by intervening in the ground station at any time.

3. Experimental Results
3.1. Experimental Settings

Figure 9a,b displays the schematic diagram and photograph of the actual configuration
of the satellite’s ground electrical test platform. The satellite’s ground electrical test platform
includes an onboard computer to which the proposed control algorithm is uploaded and
a PCDU to charge the battery by the proposed control algorithm. Figure 10 shows the
experimental bench configuration. A solar array simulator that simulates a solar array
and supplies power is connected to the PCDU input of the satellite’s ground electrical test
platform. The battery to be charged through the proposed control algorithm is connected
to the PCDU output of the satellite’s ground electrical test platform. A programmable load
simulates a satellite load, and a telemetry monitoring system that monitors key voltages,
currents, and modes is connected. Table 3 shows the detailed specifications of the Li-ion
battery. As shown in Table 3, the Li-ion battery used in the experiment has a maximum
SOC value of 225 Ah and a maximum charging voltage value of 41.4 V. In other words, the
experiment was performed with the same electrical configuration as the actual satellite.
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Table 3. Detailed specifications of the Li-ion battery.

Cell VES180SA

Cell configuration 10P5S

Cell capacity 45 Ah

Module capacity 225 Ah

Operating voltage 28.8~41.4 V

Total output resistance 9 mΩ

Charge rate <C/10

3.2. Experimental Results

Figure 11 shows the experimental results of the battery charging current, cmd_tapering_index,
bat_chg_level, and battery_charge_mode until the proposed control algorithm completes tapering
charging. As shown in Figure 11, as the battery’s charging rate increases, cmd_tapering_index
increases from 0 to 20, and the battery charging current and bat_chg_level decrease from 8.0 to
0.0. As cmd_tapering_index reaches 20, battery_charge_mode changes from CONSTATN_CHARGE
mode (‘0′) to END_OF_CHARGE mode (‘1′). This achieves tapering charging in which the
battery charge current gradually decreases stepwise, lowering the bat_charge_level as the bat-
tery charge rate increases. In other words, the proposed control algorithm confirmed that
the tapering charging operation was performed well while the battery charging current and
bat_chg_level sequentially decreased according to the designed value according to the increase
in cmd_tapering_index. Figure 12 shows the experimental results of battery charging current,
cmd_tapering_index, and bat_voltage until the proposed control algorithm completes tapering
charging. As shown in Figure 12, when bat_voltage reached 40.75 V, cmd_tapering_index increased
by 1, and the battery charging current decreased from 8.0 to 0.0. Thus, when bat_voltage reaches
40.75 V, bat_charge_level decreases. As a result, tapering charging is finished when bat_voltage
reaches 40.75 V a total of 21 times. In other words, when the bat_voltage designed in the
variable tapering_regulation_bat_volt_equinox reaches 40.75 V, the cmd_tapering_index increases
by one step, and the bat_charge_level corresponding to the cmd_tapering_index is set, and as a
result, the bat_charge_level gradually decreases. The performance verification of the designed
tapering charging control algorithm was completed when battery_charge_mode changed from
CONSTATN_CHARGE mode to END_OF_CHARGE mode. The charging method using the
proposed control algorithm is applied to the regulated bus of the DET type. Therefore, it is
possible to obtain a higher power conversion efficiency of about 99.5% from the solar array to
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the battery compared to the unregulated bus of the MPPT type that charges the battery through
the converter. Additionally, through experiments, it was confirmed that the power conversion
efficiency from the solar array to the battery is about 99.5%. This is because there are only diodes
in the regulated bus of the DET type’s power path. Figures 11 and 12 are experimental results
of the proposed control algorithm in the equinox season. Experimental results in the solstice
season are omitted because the same sequence operates in the solstice season.
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4. Conclusions

This paper proposes a control algorithm for tapering charging of the Li-ion battery
in geostationary satellites. In the case of a regulated bus of the DET type, the battery
charging process cannot be completed through the converter’s CV control because the
converter’s input is connected to the battery. To solve this problem, the input current of the
BDR is controlled to enable tapering charging of the Li-ion battery. The proposed control
algorithm controls by increasing cmd_tapering_index and decreasing bat_charge_level when
the bat_voltage reaches a specific value when battery_charge_mode is in CONSTATN_CHARGE
mode. Through this, the battery charge current can be gradually reduced until the battery
charge current, the battery charging completion point, becomes equal to or less than C/50.
In conclusion, the proposed control algorithm can complete the charging process of the
Li-ion battery according to each season, even in the regulated bus of the DET type of
geostationary satellites.
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